ences colleagues. In late 1990 the first private newspapers started to be issued in the Soviet Union and this was of great interest to the US government, among others. By late 1991-early 1992 Dima and I had landed a big contract to deliver newspapers on a same-day basis from 11 cities in what was now the former Soviet Union -Moscow and four other Russian cities, three cities in Ukraine, and the capitals of Armenia, Georgia and Azerbajian. This was before the Internet existed so it involved a lot of fax machines, leased lines, and coordination. By modern standards it was incredibly crude, but it worked and we set it up quickly and made it sustainable. In any event this contract, which long ago ceased when the special funding ran out, served to build the core infrastructure that East View utilizes to this day. This was essential because the old state monopoly distributor in Moscow was very hostile to us. Cooperation was out of the question. Only pure competition, and we needed independent supply lines.
Over the years East View Publications has morphed into a group of six companies: EVIS (www.eastview.com), the main company which specializes in providing "foreign" language publications in print and digital formats to customers worldwide; East View Cartographic (www.cartographic.com), which provides global geospatial data (that's a fancy-pants term for maps) and related services; IVIS, our logistics and sales center in Moscow; IVP, our center in Kiev; EVIS BV, our sales office in the Netherlands; and a property company which holds our real estate. We have about 45 employees in our US headquarters just west of Minneapolis; over 100 employees in Russia and about 25 in Kiev. When including all our remote employees working in all of the former Soviet countries, plus in Europe and Africa and Southeast Asia, we have over 200 people.
ATG: Many of us old timers remember Georges Delorme and Les Livres Etrangers. What connection, if any, do/did you have with him and his company? What has happened to Mr. Delorme, do you know? KL: Georges was very kind to me -a true gentleman who was loved and appreciated by librarians all over North America. His company went out of business at almost exactly the same time that we started up -but that was coincidental. In Georges' case his company's collapse was connected with the forced commercialization of the old monopoly distribution system. All of a sudden, he had to pay for his books and journals; in the past, this was highly subsidized by the Soviet State, which itself was now in a state of collapse. The same thing affected Collets in the UK, Nauka in Japan, Kamkin in the USA. They're all gone now, none of them could adapt to the changing conditions.
In our early years we had a consulting relationship with Georges. He helped advise us on the collection development preferences and personalities of various North American librarians. And he provided a lot of practical advice from the bookselling point of view -something we were pretty green about at the time. Once he came to a Slavic studies conference with us in Hawaii, about 1993 or so.
The last I heard of Georges was that he was running a restaurant in Paris together with his wife and ex-wife. Doesn't that sound wonderful?!? I very much hope to see him again some day.
ATG: You started East View when you were in graduate school at Columbia in New York? Tell us more? How did you get traction to succeed? What is your training?
KL: Traction came in many forms -people, money, hard work. The people of course are the most important. First of all my enduring business partnership with Dima, but all of the dozens of key employees over the years. And our suppliers. And our customers. It's all connected. In terms of my own contribution, it was absolutely essential that I spoke Russian -more or less. It gave me street cred and maneuverability in an atmosphere where a reliance on English would have been impossible. When you are reliant on an interpreter, at best you move half as fast and you'll always get less out of any interaction -as will your potential partner. My original expertise was in public policy and international security issues. Columbia trained me very well, not just as a specialist but also as a generalist of Russian/Soviet studies. I knew a lot about practically all the major issues of the day and this carried us through many negotiations at a time when my business skills were a bit, uh, underdeveloped. Plus I'm a big guy and I handle my vodka very well, no minor matter when doing business with Russians then or now. Seriously, though, the personal side of business is just not to be underestimated when dealing in so many places around the world. In Russia, contacts are everything.
On the financial side, I relied completely on family and friends for the starting capital. My parents contributed the largest amount, $15,000, back at a time when they must have surely thought they were kissing their money goodbye. The first two-three years I took no salary, so my wife at the time and our three children got by on her salary and my part-time income from Columbia and a DC-based think tank.
My formal training was really as an advanced user of information products -as a researcher, as a scholar. I have no formal librarian training, or business management training, or IT training. All of these skills are essential to run a business like East View, and I suppose a lot of people have suffered because of my inadequacies in these respects over the years. Obviously, we've survived 20 years, if not prospered, so on balance something has worked. I do learn relatively well on my feet in a practical sense, and when I become passionate about something, my engagement is pretty powerful. I feel especially that way with respect to mastering various geospatial technologies and issues affecting the development of East View Cartographic, which serves a variety of library and non-library customers. Against the Grain / April 2009 <http://www.against-the-grain.com> ATG: What countries do you study/deal with? Tell us more, please?
KL: Russia and China are the two countries of core competency for EVIS. I feel comfortable saying that we are the leading intermediary for supplying professional information out of these countries. But in fact we cover over 40 countries in our seven lines of business in EVIS. In the case of EVC, we deal with virtually every country and region on Earth -especially the difficult ones.
The general thrust of East View is to bring primary source information -print or digital -to western markets from countries of the East -Russia, Eastern Europe, the Far East, and now the Middle East. But these days it's really global, so while the dominant model is bringing Russian and Chinese materials to the USA and Canada, we also bring Russian materials to China and vice versa, and Chinese materials to Europe, and Russian to Japan, and so on.
Since our specialty is vernacular (native language) information, we are tremendously dependent on a given market's ability to absorb or consume materials in a given language. In North America, the health of area studies in academia is of great concern to us, as is so-called "open-source intelligence." And to a growing extent, so is the commitment of public libraries to acquiring foreign-language materials.
In the United States, considering our global role, aspirations, responsibilities, it is discouraging to see foreign language studies not funded more aggressively. Not just because I would like to sell more books and journals and databases and maps-which I of course would. Rather, I just see it as being so essential to the world being made a better place. The international information business has shown me thousands of times that its very existence and development is qualitatively transforming the people involved. The best minds of different countries are increasingly accessible to each other, and this on the whole is a radically powerful thing. The Internet, the Web and email of course are part of this, but not everything is free or machine-translatable, nor will it be anytime soon, if ever.
ATG: How would you rate the book selling, journal publishing, academic, library, reading climates in the various countries that you do business with? Can you tell us more and perhaps in later issues of ATG? You are planning to do a regular column bringing us more information? KL: In a word -dynamic. In a few words -more than we can swallow here in the West.
A lot of people thought that publishing would collapse in Russia and in many of the other former communist countries of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. It's booming, and staying on top of it is a huge challenge. The export markets are really just a trickle of what each country produces, and even before the recent big economic downturn there is far too much being produced in the various countries that East View covers than our North American and European customers can absorb.
China is a special case unto itself. The largest databases in the world -of journals, of newspapers, of books, of dissertations-are produced in China, for China. Export is an afterthought, indeed in many cases a non-thought. On the one hand there is still tremendous censorship and secrecy in China, but on the other hand, the government has been very effective at promoting literacy and education and the publishing resources to support it. The retrospective digitization of historical Chinese publications dwarfs anything similar in the West.
All of us here at East View look forward to making a regular ATG column contribution to help illustrate in depth the publishing, library and intermediary scene in the countries with which we are familiar.
ATG: Do you have any dealings with Asia and that part of the world?
Interview -Kent Lee from page 50 KL: Since 2000-2001 we have been very active in China, first of all as the exclusive North American supplier of the TKN/CNKI series of databases. It's now more than half of our digital business (we are still 50-50 split between print and digital).
We are active in Hong Kong (still separate from the mainland in terms of publishing), Taiwan, Japan, and even North Korea. I would like to do much more in Japan and also in South Korea. For now, our primary new-country/newlanguage focus is on the Arab world and Iran. The traditional ones are more wedded to print and in most cases have not evolved well into handling digital materials. I don't think that any of them cover the spectrum of producer to end-user as well as we do. Half of East View is dealing with suppliers and producers, and the other half of East View is dealing with customers and end-users like librarians, researchers and scholars. Ultimately, much of what we do involves value-adding, including through the creation and provision of MARC records and other metadata, services for other intermediary players like link resolvers, digitization, and so on.
We have over 2000 direct and indirect customers, including virtually every ARL institution. Our fastest growth has been among Russian libraries -it's a good sign that Russian consumers buy our Russian products, which generally speaking were developed for western audiences.
As for the recession, we are girding ourselves for what will obviously be a challenging time for all markets -academia, public library, governmental, corporate. Flexibility and innovation will be key, as will constant communication with both our suppliers and customers. I'm optimistic. Over half of East View's employees have already been through a cataclysm of political-economic proportions, namely the collapse of the USSR. I think this was even rougher than the US Great Depression, comparatively. Not Edited by respected scholar and specialist Paul Finkelman, these five volumes contain some 1,250 articles covering an impressive diversity of topics and issues from art and architecture to laws and legislation; education and academics to radio, television and film; and racism and segregation to political and social movements. In addition, numerous biographical sketches are included. These entries cover the full range of occupations and professions from civil rights activists to minstrel show performers and from entrepreneurs and business professionals to religious leaders. The articles are descriptive and fact filled overviews offering solid factual information as well as a starting point for further discovery. As you would expect, each entry has a bibliography of relevant books and articles appropriate to the importance of the topic as well as "see also" references to related entries. Each article is signed and black and white photos complement the text.
The Encyclopedia also offers numerous special features including a complete directory of contributors and their affiliations, a thematic outline of entries, a chronology, and a thorough and comprehensive index. As one examines this set, the overall impact is one of expert, but accessible, scholarship presented with quality production values focused on meeting the needs of readers. Scholars, students as well as interested lay readers will find this work both useful and appealing.
continued on page 53
